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CERAMIC-SERIES
BROCHURE

Dr. Roland Gauder

You are a HiFi- and a music enthusiast. And so are we. We
design, manufacture and distribute loudspeakers which we
make in such a unique way that when you listen to them you
immediately hear how far our products are ahead of many
others. We care about every small detail to bring the sound
of our loudspeakers to a new outstanding level in HiFi.
We are convinced that only a sophisticated mathematical
basis can be the solid rock our work is based upon. We are
also convinced that only people who are crazy for music and
love live-concerts can tell good loudspeakers from bad ones.
These two ingredients are essential for our work and our
products. We really care about music and HiFi.
And we care about new technologies and innovations because
they are the motor of inherent progress. High-slope filters of
more than 50 dB/octave, rib construction cabinets, symmetrical crossovers and much more are examples for our steady
striving to perfection. So with Gauder Akustik you are always
ahead of the time.
Manufacturing everything by ourselves we can honestly state
that our products are Made in Germany. You can feel, see and
hear it, incredible finish quality and amazingly natural sound.
It doesn’t matter if you listen to jazz, pop or classical music
you will immediately feel the music touching your soul so deeply that you know what all these new technologies of rib construction cabinets, symmetrical frequency crossover of ultra
high-slope or our custom-made drivers are for.
High Tech Made in Germany – that’s GAUDER AKUSTIK.
Loudspeakers for Life!

VESCOVA MK II
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VESCOVA –
the perfect step into real High End

The Technique of the Vescova
The Vescova is a 2 ½-way speaker. The lower woofer
is only used for working in the lowest frequency region – only up to 130 Hz. This woofer is backed by a
vented enclosure with the port firing down thus increasing efficiency. We choose a low cut-off frequency to prevent this woofer from radiating into the
frequency region of human voices. The second,
upper woofer faces a sealed enclosure on its back
and plays up to 3200 Hz where the tweeter is taking
over. As this woofer is emitting the most important
frequency region – the mids – we choose a sealed
enclosure as vented enclosures always colorate the
sound due to cabinet and vent resonances. In contradiction a vented enclosure goes down deeper and
the air of the vent is supporting the woofer for the
deepest bass.
But can these two different principles be used in the
same speaker?
Yes, they can but it took us a lot of calculations to
match the vented and sealed acoustical output. The
Vescova is, to our knowledge, the first speaker in the
world ever to work in such a way! Now you can profit
from the benefits of both systems: deep and precise
bass, uncolorated mids and finest highs. As with our
other ceramic speakers you can also choose between our ceramic or diamond tweeter. The diamond
diaphragm is even harder and lighter than the

Conection made simple:
Sitting on the backside the excellent sounding loudspeaker connectors made by WBT guarantee
best conductivity and offer easy
access even for thicker and stiffer
cables.

With a gold-plated jumper you can
set the volume of the bass to three
different steps: - 1.5 dB, linear,
+ 1.5 dB to adjust the Vescova to
your listening room.

ceramic diaphragm, still more consequent in direction of hard
materials. To our and many others’ opinion the diamond tweeter is the best tweeter in the world. It goes up to 80,000 Hz
and shows no resonances in the audible range by providing
perfect impulse response. The best loudspeaker material ever!

The enclosure
The shape of the Vescova unites elegance and stability. Stiffness and stability are provided by pressing and glueing different wooden materials into the Vescova’s bent shape. The
enclosure of the Vescova is built up like a sandwich: an inner
panel of threefold, flexible plywood is followed by a slitted
MDF-layer which is covered by a thin aluminium layer to the
out-side. Such a sandwich construction is stiffer, harder and
lighter than a usual wood enclosure. It therefore shows lower
tendency to vibrate and resonate reducing enclosure effects
dramatically. As we fill in 1.8 kg of quartz-sand in each sidewall we additionally increase the damping and eliminate sound
transmission through the walls further.

You can choose between the
famous diamond or ceramic tweeter. Whatever your choice is you will
get one of the best tweeters in the
world. Updating from ceramic to
diamond is always possible and
easily done at your home.

CASSIANO MK II
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CASSIANO – a class of its own

Ceramic diaphragms – HighTech Made in Germany!
Since more than 20 years now the company of Accuton in Germany is dedicated to the design and manufacturing of ceramic diaphragms for loudspeakers.
These diaphragms are thin and stiff and unite contradictionary properties like light weight, hardness
and stiffness which are important for good sound reproduction. The high speed of sound of ceramics
shifts partial waves and resonances into the inaudible
region where they can be cut off by steep frequency
crossovers. In combination with our unique frequency
crossover technology these ceramic diaphragms
show a fantastic impulse response.
The same is true for the properties of the diamond
tweeter. Not only is diamond light and stiff, it is also
the hardest material and the one with the best heat
dissipation of all materials in the world. Especially
important is the high heat dissipation as it prevents
the voice-coil from becoming warm which leads to a
compression of dynamics and worse resolution. In
combination with our steep filter crossover this
tweeter is almost indestructable.
Now it is up to you to choose: The Cassiano is available with a ceramic tweeter (Cassiano C) or with
diamond tweeter (Cassiano D).

A genuine midrange-driver: high resonance
frequency, light diaphragm, short voicecoil, extremely strong magnet. This guarantees transparency and high resolution
without sound coloration.

With a gold-plated jumper you can
set the volume of the bass to three
different steps: - 1.5 dB, linear,
+ 1.5 dB to adjust the Vescova to
your listening room.

Why a frequency crossover?
Like practically all renowned reference loudspeakers in the
world the Cassiano is a three-way speaker with a three special
drive-units for different frequency ranges.
The frequency crossover is a complicated electric circuit built
up with resistors, capacitors and inductors. It directs the three
frequency regions to their corresponding drivers. Unfortunately using only a capacitor and an inductor leads to poor separation and the single drivers overlap over a very broad
frequency band. Moreover, they get too much energy which
leads to dynamical compression and low power capability.
The Cassiano goes far beyond normal loudspeakers: with a
steepness of separation of more than 50 dB/octave - like all
our speakers - it has a unique stand on the world market!
Prejudices often mentioned against steep filters causing loss
in dynamics and spaciousness are definitely destroyed by the
Cassiano – exactly these features are its strengths! Let yourself convince of the brilliant transparency and naturality of the
Cassiano by a listening test!

You can choose between the
famous diamond or ceramic tweeter. Whatever your choice is you will
get one of the best tweeters in the
world. Updating from ceramic to
diamond is always possible and
easily done at your home.

OVERVIEW CASSIANO-SERIES

FINISHES

The FRC (Front-, Rear-, Centerspeaker)
uses the same drivers and frequency
crossover as the VESCOVA just put into
a smaller enclosure. So it is the ideal
partner for VESCOVA and CASSIANO
for building up a multichannel system.
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Piano black

Piano white

Ash black

Ash white

Cherry

Makassar

Walnut

Olive

Rosewood

Dark Oak

Zebrano

Aluminum silver

The loudspeakers of the Ceramic-Series are available in
the shown finishes in matt or in high gloss.
As we produce the cabinets by ourselves also custommade finishes are possible.

Impedance [Ohm]
Power Handling [Watt]
Height [cm]
Width [cm]
Depth [cm]
Weight [kg]

VESCOVA

CASSIANO

FRC

4
340
106
21
41
26

4
410
110
21
41
30

4
290
23
52
33
17

HIGH QUALITY - MADE IN GERMANY

Consequent research and high creativity –
Loudspeakers for Life

What kind of music do you like? Beethoven? Or rather Pink
Floyd? Possibly both? Then you are like me lost to the world of
emotions and goose bumps! A world in which a certain melody
or tune can give you wings to fly and forget about the ordinary
wrld below. A world in which nothing counts but the feeling of
being helplessly lost to the composers and their pieces of art!
I want to open the door to this world for you with all my loudspeakers! I know this is an ambitious goal but over all the
years of research, mathematics, physics and listening development we have created so many new technologies that we have
found the key to open this door for you.
With our German workmanship and finish quality we also take
care of the fact that our loudspeakers will be part of your furnishing and not an ugly obstacle inside it. Our drop-shaped
cabinets, veneers and piano finish are of highest standard.
The same is true for all components we use in our crossovers
and cabinets. From WBT to Mundorf only the best and highest
quality is good enough for loudspeakers.
So take the chance and listen to one of my speakers and let
yourself take away from our loudspeakers to the world of HighEnd Audio and music.
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GAUDER AKUSTIK
Gauder & Knapp GbR
Steinbeisstraße 24-26
DE – 71272 Renningen
Germany

Made in
Germany

Phone: +49 - 71 59 - 92 01 61
Fax: +49 - 71 59 - 92 01 62
e-mail: info@acga.de
www.gauderakustik.com

GAUDER AKUSTIK on Facebook.com

GAUDERAKUSTIK.COM
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